We investigate a divide-and-conquer technique in multidimensional space which decomposes a geometric problem on N points in k dimensions into two problems on N/2 points in k dimensions plus a single problem on N points in k-1 dimension.
Introduction
A principal failing of computational geometry [Shamos, Shamos and Hoey] is that it has not successfully addressed problems in greater than two dimensions.
Such a study would have important practical and theoretical benefits --it would shed light on linear programming, multidimensional data analysis, geometric optimization, and retrieval on multiple keys, as well as provide a link between complexity and dimensionality. Some preliminary results are known. [Preparata and Hong] show that the convex hull of N points can be found in O(N log N) time in three dimensions but that O(N 2) is a lower bound in any higher dimension.
The maxima of a set of vectors can be found in O(N log k'2 N) time in dimension k [Kung et al.] and we conjecture that this time suffices to ideno tify the extreme points of a k-dimensional set.
The most basic questions, however, have not been studied. These include finding nearest and farthest points, determining separability of point sets and other elementary properties. We intend in this paper to begin a systematic investigation of higher-dimensional geometry and its relation to complexity.
Closest-Point Problems
In this section we will investigate a number of problems dealing with the proximity of N points in Euclidean k-space. The most primitive closest-lems on N/2 points in k-space, then projecting the remainder of the problem into a lower dimension.
In this aspect it is similar to the algorithm for finding the maxima of a set of vectors given in [Kung, et el.] .
We now give a class of divide-and-conquer algorithms for closest-point problems. We will proceed by presenting the basic divide-and-conquer algorithm for the closest-pair problem in the plane, generalizing it, then speeding up the gen- [] This procedure was discovered by [Strong] and can be generalized to any dimension.
Let us take careful note of the strategy behind this algorithm. The original problem dealing with N points in the plane is solved by solving two problems on N/2 points in the plane, then "patching up" the tentative solution by reducing the problem to one on N points in one dimension i__n which sparsity is ~uaranteed. We gain two important insights from this analysis: First, that divide and conquer can he used in multidimensional spaces, and seconds that sparsity~ though not present in the original set of points, can be induced in a subproblem.
We will see later exactly how to induce sparsity; let us now examine the sparse problem in detail.
Theorem 2. S(N,2) K O(N log N).
Proof: We describe a divide-and-conquer algorithm similar to that given in the proof of Theorem ].
As before, we divide the points by a vertical line We will now show how the existence of cutplanes with the given properties allows us to speed up the sparse fixed-radius near-nelghbor algorithm. We will now give a method for finding a cutplane with the above properties for the case of k = 2 (we will find a cut-line in the plane); we will later extend this method to arbitrary k. Let Our progress from Theorem ] to Theorem 8 reveals a good deal about multidimensional algorithms.
We have seen how divide-and-conquer can be employed in multidimensional spaces and have developed an interesting class of "doubly recursive" algorithms.
We have demonstrated a relationship between the for k > 1.
Stmmnary
We have tried to broaden the scope of computational geometry by extending its reach to an arbitrary number of dimensions. Using a method of recursion in both problem size and dimension has enabled us to improve radically the time bounds on multidimensional problems. Unfortunately, at each recursion step we are only able to reduce the dimension by one, while the number of points is reduced by half. This means that the algorithms are much more sensitive to an increase in the number of dimensions than they are to an increase in the number of data points. This effect appears to be a general feature of geometric algorithms.
